Towards a novel small animal proton irradiation platform: the SIRMIO project.
Background: Precision small animal radiotherapy research is a young emerging field aiming to provide new experimental insights into tumor and normal tissue models in different microenvironments, to unravel complex mechanisms of radiation damage in target and non-target tissues and assess efficacy of novel therapeutic strategies. For photon therapy, modern small animal radiotherapy research platforms have been developed over the last years and are meanwhile commercially available. Conversely, for proton therapy, which holds potential for an even superior outcome than photon therapy, no commercial system exists yet. Material and methods: The project SIRMIO (Small Animal Proton Irradiator for Research in Molecular Image-guided Radiation-Oncology) aims at realizing and demonstrating an innovative portable prototype system for precision image-guided small animal proton irradiation, suitable for installation at existing clinical treatment facilities. The proposed design combines precise dose application with in situ multi-modal anatomical image guidance and in vivo verification of the actual treatment delivery. Results and conclusions: This manuscript describes the status of the different components under development, featuring a dedicated beamline for degradation and focusing of clinical proton beams, along with novel detector systems for in situimaging and range verification. The foreseen workflow includes pre-treatment proton transmission imaging, complemented by ultrasonic tumor localization, for treatment planning and position verification, followed by image-guided delivery with on site range verification by means of ionoacoustics (for pulsed beams) and positron-emission-tomography (PET, for continuous beams). The proposed compact and cost-effective system promises to open a new era in small animal proton therapy research, contributing to the basic understanding of in vivo radiation action to identify areas of potential breakthroughs for future translation into innovative clinical strategies.